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Multiple times in the Joseph narrative, Joseph assures his brothers not to be upset or fear 

him, since everything has worked out according to God’ s providential design. God 

brought Joseph to Egypt precisely so that he would rise to power, fulfill his dreams, and 

be able to provide for and sustain his brothers when the time came. Were he not in Egypt, 

Joseph implies, everyone would have died. 

 

My guess is that most of us, for reasons, we talked about earlier this morning, feel 

somewhat uncomfortable with Joseph’s speeches. Does Joseph really know what God 

desires? Does Joseph think he is God? Is Joseph dismissing feelings – his and his 

brothers – too easily, wrapping them up with a neat but not realistic bow? Does God 

direct human events at this level of detail? 

 

A few weeks ago we read about Jacob wrestling with the mysterious “ish”, man, and 

becoming Yisrael, one who wrestles with God. In that famous wrestling match, we are 

also born: B’nai Yisrael, the children of Israel, the people who wrestle with God. I 

suspect we rather like this identity – a people who don’t take things at face value, who 

question and argue and dig deep. But are we really God wrestlers? Do we really think 

about God and His role in our lives or do we leave those questions behind with 

childhood? 

 

In my kabbalah class last semester in which we talked about God in His many wild and 

imaginative manifestations, one evening some weeks ago a student expressed some anger 

– why is there all this rich language about God and he never knew it? As a child, he was 

told to believe in God but nobody ever said what that meant or made sense of it? If we 

are a people who wrestle with God, how come, he wondered he didn’t know it. 

 

This is, I think, a real question. Whatever Jews may have been, Jews in America since the 

50’s have been twice as secular as non-Jewish Americans. We have built synagogues and 

founded religious schools here in the suburbs – edifices we can be proud of and we have 

attempted to fit in among our non-Jewish brothers and sisters. My sense is that in that 

fitting in – God fell by the wayside. If once God’s presence was obvious, modernity 

challenges that simple faith, and Jews, rather than face the challenge, evaded it – we fell 

back on science and reason and although we spoke of God often in our prayers and 

Torah, we didn’t talk about what we were talking about. We became Jacob instead of 

Israel – we forgot, we repressed, we stopped wrestling. Consequently, we have left many 

Jewish adults including the student in my kabbalah class with at best a 3
rd

 grade 

understanding of God, a 3
rd

 grade understanding that cannot possibly stand up to adult 

scrutiny. If you don’t believe in a big old white man in the sky who commands and 

forgives, well, I don’t either. But what are we left with? This student was angry that he 

had no language for God. Others stop thinking about it or walk away from religion 

altogether. And, often, in the face of suffering, people are angry at a God whom they 

believed would take care of them, without having examined what that belief might mean 

and how it might hold up. That is tantamount to leaving people in the ocean and not 

teaching them how to swim. 
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In the end, I don’t think we can practice Judaism per se without God. Every blessing says 

baruch atah adonai – blessed are you Oh God, every chapter in the Torah is about God, 

every mitzvah that we do is, at least in theory, commanded by God. In other words 

everything in Judaism points to God. If we don’t talk about what we’re pointing at or if 

we try to have the substance of the thing without the predicate, I am not sure what we are 

talking about. I am not sure we can have mitzvoth without a commander. I am not sure 

we can celebrate redemption from slavery without a Redeemer. I am not sure we can 

celebrate the wonder of God’s creation without a Creator. I think we have to talk about it.  

 

Before I share what I believe, and I will share what I believe, I want to say that I am not 

prescribing belief here, God forbid. I never want to tell anyone else what to believe or 

convince them that my beliefs should somehow be theirs. I don’t think wrestling with 

God means having answers. I think it means having questions, asking those questions at 

deeper and deeper levels, and being willing to live with unanswered questions. I think it 

means thinking deeply about life, texts, and the existence of evil. I think it means having 

some working model of what faith looks like and where doubt fits in. Most of all, I think 

it means the courage to do what Jacob did – to stand face to face and struggle for truth, 

even as that truth is only provisional. It will give way to more questions and more 

struggle. 

 

What do I believe? I believe that God is a force that created and animates the universe, 

the E in E=mc
2
. I believe that we encounter God in the beauty of nature, in the surprise 

and depth of love, in experiencing the power of prayer together, in the study of Torah, 

and in my felt sense of the goodness of life itself. God is being and becoming, and infuses 

all life with God’s existence. 

 

For a long time that vision – Art Green’s, if you will – was enough for me. But I am a 

Jew and our texts continually bring me face to face with a God who demands something 

from me as well, a God who commands. The God of the Torah is not just the object of 

the patriarchs’ spiritual quest. He is a God who punishes and redeems, a God who tries 

and fails, a God who chooses and commands us, and a God who loves. I cannot simply 

pray to the God of the siddur and then uphold some panantheisitc form of belief; at the 

same time, I can’t do what Art Green purports to do – I can’t just put a human face on the 

abstract quality called Being and pretend that that is a God who loves and cares about me. 

I don’t think it works. 

 

In the end, I believe that believing in God has to demand something of us. 

Acknowledging the creative force of the universe may at best demand some kind of 

environmental response from me. It doesn’t require me to keep kosher or behave morally. 

I am not sure that it is enough to turn those demands over to community – to say in other 

words that I am commanded by the force of generations of Jews who behaved a certain 

way or that morality derives from a Kantian imperative. Does the dignity of another 

human or the force of moral law stem from somewhere? To deny that it does leaves me 

with a certain kind of idolatry – making lesser things – Jewish community writ large, 

categorical imperatives – into gods. 
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So, although 30 years ago I was quite content with this kind of abstract life force vision 

of God, I think growing older, facing challenges, living inside the text of Torah and 

Judaism for a long time, and also dedicating myself 13 years ago to greater spiritual 

practice and exploration, have complicated, complexified, and maybe deepened my faith. 

Over these many years I have grown to believe in something that I cannot explain 

rationally. I believe that there is a God who cares about me, who works in my life, and 

who makes demands on me – hashgaha pratit, if you will. This is not subject to proofs 

nor even consistency. It is merely my small intuition about life, one that has grown over 

time. This does not mean that I think everything is controlled by God or that we do not 

have responsibility for our lives. Everything does not happen for a reason and we are 

responsible. But, my lived experience, is that, with all that, there is God underneath, a 

God who loves the world and us individually and animates life with spirit. 

 

Having said all that, I cannot explain the suffering of the world. I cannot justify God’s 

apparent cruelty at times in the Torah. I cannot answer for the world’s evil or even 

randomness. I can say that I believe that there is for many of us a felt sense that the world 

should be different than it is; that there is a felt sense for many of us that human dignity is 

innate; and a felt sense for many of us that we are morally obligated. These feelings, I 

think, come from somewhere. I believe in other words that God is invested in the good of 

the world, that God loves us uniquely, unconditionally, and that that felt love imposes 

obligations on us. One of the worst things Jews ever did was to give over love to 

Christians and say Judaism was about law. That is an anti-Semitic trope. When we say 

ahava raba, God loves us with an unending love, I think we should own it and mean it. 

Mostly, it should lead us to be God’s arms, hands, and hearts in this broken world. To say 

that differently, people’s faith is demonstrated by their actions, not their professed 

beliefs. 

 

To have faith is by definition not to be too certain of it, not to prove it. If I could prove it, 

after all, it would not be faith. I suggest extreme wariness in the face of anyone who is 

sure of the answers or who, like Joseph, knows what God demands of them. To have faith 

then, means to live in, with, and through doubt much as loving entails hating. I say that 

lightly but in reality they are painful: it is painful to hate the people we love; it is painful 

to doubt all that we believe and to see darkness when we need light. 

 

I am not asking you to believe what I believe. I am not asking you to believe anything. I 

am just asking you not to be Joseph, that is, not to be facile about what God is or isn’t, 

what He wants or doesn’t.  I am just asking you to be Yisrael to become your name – 

yisrael – to wrestle God, to ask hard questions, to live in the uncertainty of doubt, and I 

hope, at least sometimes, in the grace of God’s love.  


